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I have tried to get this message out to people and maybe we need to put up a Day-
Glo banner at the top of the page at www.annavonreitz.com saying, "For current 
information go to the bottom of the list!" 

In the past few years we have endured two (2) major bankruptcies of the Federal 
Government service corporations --- Chapter 7 for the British Crown corporation 
dba UNITED STATES, and Chapter 11 for the British Crown corporation dba 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  

The instruction to file a Form 56 naming the British Territorial Secretary of the 
Treasury as "your" Trustee and to surrender the Municipal Franchise PERSON to 
the British Territorial Treasury (1789) was to protect the asset's existence from the 
Chapter 7 Involuntary Bankruptcy and bulwark the British Territorial Treasury 
with the assets --- while making the Secretary of the Treasury accountable for it. 

Why would we want to do that? 

To "roll" all the assets attached to your name to safe harbors. This action took the 
air jurisdiction assets and landed them in the jurisdiction of the sea, where they 
weathered the storm in Chapter 11. 

In the years since then, equal protection clauses have been invoked, and even 
PERSONS that were not moved by Form 56 individual transfer action have been 
safeguarded and rolled home to the land and soil jurisdiction as of 2016. 

http://www.paulstramer.net/2024/01/stop-using-old-processes.html
http://www.annavonreitz.com/
https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/a/AVvXsEg-dUeyx8b_LrAPGbwn0d6cDS_S1sNWC51gqq5gAQGYZzedB8taBzxdj5_aWt6flY0YSDJkFdXNslbL0xyvDOkN6743Ae8lxgOoYOBjipM6FdslVrJkOdqpBcBEHUF9dDh5fhwDRdBcu9SX-BP6zJirNO6MzNobwZA8uULXepb7K_dU9uMOZ629huzZnkM


Obviously, all those instructions and actions were taken at a specific prior time for 
specific purposes related to the now-resolved federal bankruptcies, and no longer 
apply, eight years later. 

You should no longer be doing any of that. 

Please use your heads.  When you go to www.annavonreitz.com you are reading a 
steadily accumulating compendium of information and topics laid down day after 
day and year after year.  

Especially in dealing with the Federal Contractors, things change constantly. 
Processes change, the meaning of words change, even the offices that perform 
functions change, change, change. 

Even public records and court cases regularly "disappear", because they change 
their cataloging schemes like teenagers change clothes. 

We call this "moving the cheese" and it requires constant adjustment as time goes 
by.  

So, start with the most recent articles at the bottom of the long, long list 
at www.annavonreitz.com and read the articles backwards to get grounded with 
what's current.  

And when you see something from years ago, ask yourself -- is this current?  Is 
this what we are doing now?  Probably not. 

We are living and growing and changing every day, bringing new resources to 
bear, developing new answers, and streamlining everything. 

Your State Assembly has the latest news, so ask them --- what's current now? 

----------------------------

See this article and over 4500 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the Donate button on this website. 
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